Living cells are highly complex systems comprising a multitude of elements that are engaged in the many convoluted processes observed during the cell cycle. However, not all elements and processes are essential for cell survival and reproduction under steady-state environmental conditions. To distinguish between essential from expendable cell components and thus define the 'minimal cell' and the corresponding 'minimal genome', we postulate that the synthesis of all cell elements can be represented as a finite set of binary operators, and within this framework we show that cell elements that depend on their previous existence to be synthesized are those that are essential for cell survival. An algorithm to distinguish essential cell elements is presented and demonstrated within an interactome. Data and functions implementing the algorithm are given as supporting information. We expect that this algorithmic approach will lead to the determination of the complete interactome of the minimal cell, which could then be experimentally validated. The assumptions behind this hypothesis as well as its consequences for experimental and theoretical biology are discussed. 14 the determination of the smallest set of components that can sustain life has obvious 15 importance for a solid foundation of biology, and will help in the understanding of 16 critical cellular processes [7, 11, 12] .
Introduction 1
It is clear that some cell components are essential for survival, while others, at least 2 under certain conditions, are dispensable [1] . Classical examples of the former are 3 non-redundant genes coding for components of the DNA replication machinery [2] , while 4 examples of the latter are genes or proteins involved exclusively with secondary 5 metabolism [3] . Classification of cell elements into these separately defined categories 6 has been carried out within all domains of life, ranging from prokaryotes such as E. 7 coli [4] , to humans [5] , and there is a database exclusively devoted to essential genes [6] , 8 which current version includes also noncoding genomic elements [7] . 9 Even when the determination of essential cell components has been biased toward 10 genetic elements [8] , the recognition of the fact that the concurrent presence of 11 non-genomic elements is indispensable for cell survival resulted in the concept of 12 'minimal cell', which began with the pioneering efforts to construct artificial cells in the 13 1960s [9] , and advanced to form the field of synthetic biology [10] . On the other hand, Help to study interactomes has come from graph theory [48] , which allows a formal 144 treatment of the implicit relations between structures and grants the construction and 145 visualization of biological networks [49, 50] (see also [51] and references thereafter). For 146 example, biological networks based in interactomes have been shown to be useful to 147 identify and study new cellular functions [52] , host-microbiota interactions [53] , protein 148 communities in addition to disease [45] , metabolic [54] , motion, adaptive and transport 149 networks [11] . Also, very important theoretical advances in graph theory have been 150 achieved by the study of biological systems [55] . 151 To the best of our knowledge, currently we lack a fully comprehensive interactome, 152 which includes all interactions that could happen between molecules in a given cell. 153 However, this lack of complete knowledge does not preclude fruitful theoretical research 154 to gain knowledge about biological systems, by using current information and making 155 reasonable assumptions. Based on this framework, we assume that there is at least a 156 partial knowledge of the cell interactome, and demonstrate how an algorithmic
Results and Discussion

171
A simple framework for cell elements 172 Assume that we can make a list of all distinct elements that could exist in a bacteria, 173 within the period immediately after division, that is 'cell birth', and just before the 174 initiation of DNA replication -known as the "B period" [57] . With the word 'element' 175 in the previous sentence, we refer to components of the cell which form a stable 176 molecular entity, ranging from simple compounds taken from the cell's environment, 177 metabolites produced inside the cell, to complex molecular arrangements such as For our aims, the genome can be simply defined as the set of unique DNA sequences 190 that exist within the cell, i.e., if two or more copies of the same DNA molecule exist, 191 then they count only once. It can be rightly argued that the set of chromosomes belongs 192 to the collection of molecules synthesized within the cell, and thus they belong to the operators. Therefore if we assume that three cell elements, say a, b and c, have binding 223 affinities such that they will form the new structure, d = [abc], then the synthesis of representation by binary operators is then completely general for elements that are 228 synthesized from an arbitrary number of original units. 229 As an example of the algebraic approach to represent the synthesis of a cellular 230 element let's take the enzyme RNA polymerase, which will be abbreviated here as 'pol'. 231 For this simplified illustration we will consider that pol is constituted only by α, β and 232 β subunits, ignoring the important σ factor [61] , but considering the ω subunit [62] , 233 thus we consider pol = 2αββ ω, because there are two α subunits in this enzyme. Now 234 we can substitute in the expression for pol the 2α part by the corresponding binary 235 operator α, α , because we know that α, α ⇒ 2α, and so on, until we decompose pol 236 into their subunits, say 237 pol = 2α, ββ ω
(2) pol = α, α , ββ , ω pol = α, α , β, β , ω
Despite the fact that the synthesis of each pol subunit (α, β, β and ω) is 238 complex [63] , we can give a more expanded formula for the synthesis of pol, expressing 239 the synthesis of each one of its subunits as function of the interaction between the 240 ribosome, 'rib', and each one of the corresponding transcripts; for example, to 241 synthesize the α subunit we need its transcript, say t.α, and the ribosome, rib; this 242 synthesis is expressed by the binary operator t.α, rib ⇒ α, and so on for the remaining 243 subunits. By making the corresponding substitutions we find 244 pol = t.α, rib , t.α, rib , , t.β, rib , t.β , rib , t.ω, rib
Each one of the transcripts (t.) can be expressed by a binary operator involving its 245 gene (g.) and, interestingly, the RNA polymerase; e.g., the binary operator 
The intriguing fact about Eq (3) giving the 'expanded' formula for pol, is that it 250 explicitly shows that 'to synthesize pol you must have pol'; i.e., this formula is recursive 251 (or 'circular'), because it contains between its operands, at the right hand side of the 252 equation, the same term that is being defined, pol, at the left hand side of the equation. 253 Even when the fact that to obtain pol the cell must have preexistent pol molecules is 254 trivially known, the interesting part is that we obtained the expanded formula in (3) 255 from the 'compact' form in Eq (2) by a simple 'recipe' or 'algorithm'. Note that if we 256 continue the substitution process in Eq (3) we fall into a never ending loop; on a second 257 round of substitutions to decompose pol into their subunits we will have 'new' pol's in 258 the formula, and so on. An example of a recursive formula in mathematics is given by 259 the definition of the factorial of a natural number, n = 1, 2, 3, · · · , as n! = n × (n − 1)!, 260 together with the agreement that 1! = 1.
261
Certainly it can be argued that the representation for the synthesis of pol in Eq (3) 262 ignores many important facts of the process; for example, for the expression of each 263 gene, the polymerase must recognize a particular motif in the DNA and bind to a 264 particular σ factor, say σ * , etc. Then, instead of doing the substitution t.α = g.α, pol 265 we must expand it to t.α = g.α, σ * , pol , etc. However, to certain extent -which will 266 be discussed later, this 'lack of detail' will not affect our conclusions.
267
The Synthesis Interactome (SI) as a list of binary operators 268 In a first instance we will consider the cell in the period between divisions -the 'B 269 period' [57] ; later we will examine the phase of DNA replication and mitosis. We also 270 modify the definition given in [44] , and consider the Synthesis Interactome (SI) as "the 271 set of binary operators (interactions) that result in the synthesis of cellular elements".
272 Table 1 presents the scheme for this SI as well as the conditions that must be satisfied 273 by 'well formed SIs'.
274 Table 1 . The Synthesis Interactome (SI).
Name Binary operator
Conditions for a well formed SI: i) All represented elements, say s i , s ia , s ib ; i = 1, 2, · · · k, must be elements of the set S of cell elements (see Fig 1) . ii) All names of elements (in column 'Name'), say s 1 , s 2 , · · · , s k , must designate different elements, i.e., s i = s j for all pairs i = j. iii) All k binary operators (in column 'Binary operator') must be different.
The construction of the interactome for the synthesis of cell elements, or 'synthesis 275 interactome' (denoted as 'SI'; elements must be present constitutively in all cells; the set S denote only elements that 285 can potentially exist in the cell. S represent our universe of discurse or 'universal set'. 286 Now in (ii) it is asked that all elements s 1 , s 2 , · · · , s k in column 'Name' must be 287 different. This implies that our SI is non-redundant; for any element synthesized exists 288 one and only one row in Table 1 . Condition (ii) also defines the set of elements 289 synthesized within the cell, S i , because for each s i we have a binary operator that 290 determines its synthesis; thus S i = {s 1 , s 2 , · · · , s k }. Note that any particular SI does 291 not need to be 'complete' in the sense of listing all posible cell elements; in fact, the task 292 of obtaining a complete SI for any particular specie seems formidable, even with the 293 current large quantity of omics data. Cell elements not found in S i (column 'Name' 294 Table 1 ) must belong to the complement of this set, say S c i = G ∪ S e (see Fig 1) ; i.e, 295 they must be, either, genomic components in G or 'external' elements in S e . In a truly 296 complete SI, all elements of S e must be really 'external' to the cell, in the sense of being 297 obtained from the extra-cellular environment; however, in any incomplete SI the set S e 298 could contain elements which are in fact synthesized within the cell, but for which there 299
is not yet synthesis information in the SI. Finally, condition (iii) implies that there is 300 not any redundancy in SI. In order to observe this assume that there are two rows, say 301 row i containing 'a' in 'Name' and ' b, c ' in 'Binary operator' and a row j with 'd' in 302 'Name' and ' c, b ' in 'Binary operator'. Rows i and j do not break rule (ii) (because 303 a = d), however they break rule (iii), because ' b, c = c, b ' (given that binary 304 operators are commutative). The example shows a case where two operands will give 305 different products of synthesis, and this will break the logic scheme of the SI.
306
Note that all elements listed in the 'Name' column of Table 1 belong to the set of 307 internal elements, S i , while the operands of the binary operators (elements s ia , s ib in 308 column 'Binary operators' of Table 1 ) are only restricted to be members of S.
309
Further attributes can be added to Table 1 to define, for example, to which particular 310 subset of S the operators s ia and s ib belong. In the supporting file 'S1 Text' we present 311 various examples of SIs, including one which contains information for the synthesis of 312 RNA polymerase, the ribosome and the metabolite streptomycin, while Table 2 presents 313 subset of this SI which include synthesis information only for the RNA polymerase.
314
In Table 2 , apart from the core columns that determine the SI, say 'Name' and 'Binary operator' (see Table 1 ), we included auxiliary columns to indicate to which sets the first and second operands of the binary operators belong, as well as columns giving the type of element of each one of the operands. For technical reasons the Greek letters denoting the subunits of the RNA polymerase were substituted by latin characters. From Table 2 we can extract the information about members of each subset of S, say, the elements which synthesis is defined in the SI:
the ones belonging to the genome: G = {g.a, g.b, g.bp, g.o} and note that the only element which is not defined within this SI, and thus is cataloged as 'external', is the ribosome:
We can say that the SI presented in Table 2 for the RNA polymerase is 'rooted' at 315 the ribosome, meaning that this element is not defined within this SI. However, more ribosome Keys for element names: 'pol' = RNA polymerase, 'rib' = Ribosome, 'a' = α, 'b' = β, 'bp' = β , 'o' = ω, '2a' = 2α, 'bpb' = ββ , 'ba' = 2αββ . Gene names begin with 'g.' while transcript names begin with 't.'. Columns '1st Set' and '2nd Set' give the sets in which the first and second operands of 'Binary operator' exist. Columns 'Type Name', '1st Type' and '2nd Type' give the types of elements for column 'Name', and the first and second operands of 'Binary operator', respectively. rows can be added to Table 2 in order define the synthesis of the ribosome; in fact in 'S1 317 Text' we present a more complete SI that includes such information. As shown in the previous section, the construction of an SI from the core of binding 321 affinities between components, which result in the synthesis of more complex elements, 322 can be achieved by adding knowledge about the behavior of cell components, and in 323 principle this can be automatically accomplished by querying existent databases. For 324 example, the ENCODE (Encyclopedia of DNA Elements) project [64] , is building a 325 comprehensive list of DNA motifs which are bound by transcription factors, while the 326 'Interactome Projects at CCSB' [65] are obtaining extensive protein-protein interactome 327 data, etc. However, information in an SI as defined in Table 1 and exemplified in the 328 previous section (Table 2) , do not explicitly allow decisions to be made about the 329 essentiality of a cell structure. To do this it is necessary to algebraically 'expand' the 330 'condensed' synthesis formula given as a binary operator in the SI. The algorithm to 331 obtain an expanded from a condensed formula (named 'C2E') is commented in the 332 'Methods' section, and its definition, implementation and practical use are given in 'S1 333 Text', together with the results of applying C2E to the RNA polymerase 'pol'.
334
By inspecting all the formulae resulting from applying C2E to pol in 'S1 Text', we 335 confirm that for all pol's components, the corresponding expanded formulae are 336 recursive, i.e., in all cases the formula for the element being synthesized contains within 337 its operands the element being defined. 338 To give examples of formulae that are not recursive, we present the synthesis of 339 streptomycin, a secondary metabolite exhibiting antibiotic activities, and which is 340 produced by bacteria in the in the genus Streptomyces [66] . The SI for streptomycin 341 synthesis was summarized from [67] , and the results of applying the C2E to this SI are 342 presented in 'S1 Text'. These results show that all expanded formulae for each one of the 343 components of this antibiotic, as well as for streptomycin itself are none-recursive, i.e., 344 'to synthesize streptomycin the cell do not need preexistent molecules of streptomycin'.
345
This is in contrast with the case of the RNA polymerase, where all expanded formulae 346 PLOS 9/33
for each one of the components as well as for the full enzyme were recursive.
347
Recursion and essentiality 348 Assume that we detect an internally synthesized cell element, say x, and also 349 independently conclude that to synthesize x the cell must have preexistent x. This 350 means that the mentioned element, x, has a recursive formula and this fact is the way in 351 which we axiomatically define the essentiality of a cell component.
352
It is practically impossible to experimentally confirm, in every possible case, the fact 353 that recursive elements are indeed essential for the cell. That will entail to be able to 354 eliminate from the cell every representative of the element in question and observe that 355 this causes cell death. However, the logical foundation for this definition of essentiality 356 of a cell element is: 1) We observe a cell element x which we know is internally 357 synthesized; 2) We confirm that to synthesize x the cell must have pre-existence of x, 358 i.e., x has a recursive formula. Then we conclude that x must be always be present at 359 the cell, at all states of development and at all times. Otherwise, the presence of x in 360 the cell is inexplicable, given that x is internally synthesized 361 We agree in that the causal link between our definition of essentiality of cell 362 elements and experimentally testable cell essentiality is subtle; however, as in Physics, 363 we can perform 'mental experiments'. All biologists will admit that if every molecule of 364 RNA polymerase is eliminated from a cell -without affecting any other cell component, 365 that cell will inevitably die. And the same will happen if the elements eliminated are, 366 for example, ribosomes, or in fact any other 'essential' elements. At each one of these 367 putative cases particular arguments can be wield; for RNA polymerase it can be said,
368
'the impossibility to perform transcription will cause a total cell arrest and eventually 369 death', and similar statements for other cases. Examples of essential internally 370 synthesized elements are given by the components of the translation machinery [68] for 371 all cell types, actin for eukaryotic cells [69] , etc.
372
On the other hand, let's examine the negation of our essentiality definition by saying 373 'an internally synthesized element x is essential for the cell, however the formula for the 374 synthesis of x is non recursive'. We can immediately see that this statement is 375 contradictory, because if the formula for x is non recursive, that means that x can be 376 synthesized from other cell components, all of them different to x and thus x could not 377 be 'essential' -it could be synthesized from a set of elements which essentiality is not 378 known a priori.
379
From a logical point of view we have seen that the fact that an internally synthesized 380 structure x has a recursive formula is a necessary condition for x to be essential.
381
In the previous section we have seen that using the information of an SI we can 382 obtain expanded formulae for the elements which synthesis is described in the SI (the 383 elements in S i ), and how in some case these expanded formulae are recursive while in 384 others they are not. 385 We have exemplified the expansion of formulae for cell elements, but there are cases 386 where such formulae are not 'closed', and the substitution process can go on endlessly, 387 increasing the number of operands at each step. Nonetheless, the number of distinct 388 operands that enter into a formula is always finite and can be computed (for details 389 please see the 'Methods'). Let's denote the complete set of operands that exist in a 390 formula for a structure 'x' as 'O * (x)'.
391
With this notation we can define our first essentiality rule, say 392
Essentiality rule 1 (ER1)
393 Let x be an internal cell element (x ∈ S i ) and O * (x) be the complete set of operands (elements) that exist into its expanded formula. Then x will be essential
for cell surviving if
i.e., if x is a recursive structure.
394
The rationale for statement ER1 resides in the fact that if x is recursive, then such 395 element cannot be synthesized 'de novo' in its absence, e.g., 'to synthesize RNA 396 polymerase the cell must have RNA polymerase', etc.
397
One can question if the degree of 'detail' embedded into the SI for the synthesis of x 398 will affects the validity of ER1. In fact, if there is not 'enough' information for the 399 synthesis of an structure x into an SI, the recursiveness of its formula could not be 400 discovered. For example, we found that the formula for the synthesis of the RNA 401 polymerase, 'pol', was recursive only when we took into account the transcripts that 402 are needed for the synthesis of its subunits: t.bp, t.b, t.a and t.o (see Eq 3); if we 403 eliminate from the SI the rows in which those transcripts are defined, we still have a 404 valid SI, which still contains partial information for 'pol' synthesis, however by 405 analyzing such reduced SI we will not be able to declare 'pol' as recursive and thus as 406 essential by using ER1.
407
The previous example shows that evidence of essentiality can only be obtained if 408 'enough' information about the synthesis of an element is present in the SI analyzed. A 409 priory -without performing calculations, it is difficult to say by observing an SI, if it 410 contains enough information to determine which structures are essential by rule ER1. 411 However the algorithm presented in the Methods section determines the complete sets 412 O * (s i ) for all s i ∈ S i , allowing the application of ER1.
413
Because at the deepest level the synthesis of any internal cell element depends, 414 directly or indirectly, on the information given by the genome, one can hypothesize that 415 SIs integrating all necessary elements of G among its operands (elements s ia , s ib in 416 column 'Binary operators'; see Table 1 ), will give enough information to determine 417 essentiality of the corresponding internal elements. Nevertheless that is not always the 418 case (see 'S1 Text' for a counterexample) 419 On the other hand, an 'excess' of detail or information about the synthesis of a given 420 structure could not revert essentiality classification when it has been stablished using 421 ER1. For example adding rows to the pol SI (S1 Text) to include other genomic and 422 regulatory elements for the expression of 'pol' will not alter the fact that it will be 423 classified as essential, even if the expanded formula changes, increasing in complexity 424 and an increase is also observed in the number of operands needed for its synthesis. 425 To complete the set of essential cell elements we present a second rule of essentiality, 426 say 427
Essentiality rule 2 (ER2)
428 Let x be an essential structure which complete set of operands is O * (x). Then all 429 elements of O * (x) are essential. 430 This rule affirms that all elements that enter into the synthesis of an essential element 431 are also essential (note that x ∈ O * (x), given that x fulfills ER1). To see the logic of 432 ER2 note that, given that O * (x) is the complete set of operands to synthesize x, each 433 and every one of the elements of O * (x) must be present in the cell for x to exist in the 434 cell. Now assume that x * is an element of O * (x), i.e., x * ∈ O * (x). Then x * is essential, 435 because without it the synthesis of x cannot be completed. Assuming that x * is not 436 essential leads to a contradiction, because that will imply that x is also not essential, a 437 fact that is not under discussion.
438
ER1 defines essentiality for elements synthesized within the cell (in S i ) while ER2 439 extends this property to any member of all elements of the cell (S), which satisfy the 440 condition to be members of one or more of the sets of complete operands for essential 441 Let E i = {e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e k } be the set of all elements that fulfill ER1, i.e., the set of essential structures such that
is the set of complete operands for e i ; i = 1, 2, · · · , k. Then the complete set of essential structures, E, is given by
i.e., the set of essential structures is formed by all elements that follow rules ER1 or 447 ER2.
448
As mentioned in [34] , one of the main limitation for the construction of whole cell 449 computational models is the incomplete knowledge of all molecular interactions within 450 the cell, and, as the authors say in [16] , 'No single cellular system has all of its genes 451 understood in terms of their biological roles.' -and the same is true for all interactions 452 between molecules in a cell of a particular species. Complete knowledge of all possible 453 interactions between pairs of molecules in the cell of a given specie is a very stringent 454 condition to set for any practical model. Currently, we are far from that exhaustive 455 knowledge, even for the most simple and well-characterized bacterial models. In [70] the 456 authors developed a method to estimate the size of the protein interactome from 457 incomplete data and estimate for example that there are approximately 650,000 protein 458 pair interactions in humans, however only a relatively small set of these interactions 459 have been experimentally corroborated. Thus we must take into account the fact that 460 almost any SI determined will be to some extent incomplete, and thus ponder the 461 consequences of this fact for the classification of the essentiality of cell elements.
462
The conditions for a 'well formed' SI, given in the foot notes of Table 1 , imply that if 463 the table SI * represents a well formed SI with k rows, then, any subset of t rows of SI * 464 (t < k; t ≥ 1) will also fulfill the conditions to be a well formed SI. At the limit, an SI 465 with t = 1 row is a (trivial) well formed SI, and it will inevitably give a non recursive 466 formula for the element defined. Take as example the row 2 of Table 2 , which define the 467 synthesis of the 2α subunit of the RNA polymerase by the binary operator ' a, a ⇒ 2a' 468 (in columns 'Binary operator' and 'Name' respectively). In isolation this formula will 469 give the wrong answer to the question of the essentiality of the 2α subunit, classifying it 470 as 'not essential'. Further discussion of this fact is given in 'S1 Text'.
471
The interactome as a biological network 472 Even when the algebraic criteria ER1 and ER2 are together necessary and sufficient to 473 determine essentiality of a cell component during the B period, this approach is not 474 intuitively appealing, mainly because it lacks a graphical representation from which one 475 could directly corroborate the logic of the results. Fortunately we can use elements of 476 graph theory [48, 71] to visualize the relations in the interactome (see 'S1 Text' for the 477 formal definition of a graph).
478
In fact, the interactome defines two graphs, the 'binding' relation, implicit in the 479 binary operators ' s ia , s ia ' (see Table 1 ), and the more complex 'synthesis' relation, 480 implicating three actors and represented by the complete binary operators 481 ' s ia , s ia ⇒ s i ' in the interactome. The former defines an undirected graph, while the 482 later defines a directed graph or 'digraph' [71] . The binding relation will show a plot in 483 which pairs of binding elements will be united by an undirected edge (see 'S1 Text'), can only have (one or many) edges that go from the corresponding element to point to 488 other elements. This means that elements in the set of external elements, S e , or in the 489 genome, G, can be used in the synthesis of other elements (the points where the 490 corresponding arrows arrive; not shown), but, there is not information for their 491 syntheses in the SI. On the other hand, internal cell elements in the set S i must, by the 492 definition of binary operators, be synthesized within the cell by the binding of exactly 493 two elements; that is why there are exactly two arrows arriving to the S i element 494 (yellow arrows in panel C of Fig 2) , and there could be one or more arrows departing 495 from S i (red dashed arrow in panel C of Fig 2) .
496
Plots of SIs as biological networks 497
Technical details to study and visualize SIs using the R environment [72] and the 498 'igraph' R package [73] are presented in 'S1 Text', while data and functions for 499 interactome study can be downloaded as our R code 'S1 Binary'. Here we show and 500 comment the results of transforming the SIs presented and discussed above as graphs of 501 biological networks. We will see that the fact that an expanded formula for an element 502 is recursive, implies that such element is part of a 'closed walk' [71] , i.e., a circle of 503 elements (vertices) and arrows (directed edged) within the graph of the corresponding 504 SI. In other words, synthesis circularity -the need of an element for its own synthesis, is 505 echoed in graph circularity. Table 2 ) into a directed plot, where vertices (circles) are the elements 508 and directed edges (arrows) give the synthesis relation obtained from the binary 509 operators in column 'Binary operators' of Table 2 . For meaning of the abbreviated element names see Table 2 .
In Fig 3 we can see how the synthesis plot of the biological network for RNA 511 polymerase (corresponding to the SI presented in Table 2 ) shows 'closed walks', i.e.,
512
cycles that begin and end at each one of the internal elements, S i , defined by the SI for 513 the RNA polymerase in Table 2 . Table 3 explicitly shows each one of these 12 cycles to 514 made it easier to count and follow them in Table 3 we can see that there is a correspondence between recursive 516 elements uncovered by the C2E algorithm and closed walks (cycles); in fact, to each 517 internal element that has a recursive formula, corresponds a closed walk in the network; 518 graph theory unveils the essentiality of the elements in a way analogous to the algebraic 519 substitutions performed by C2E. In Fig 3 only external elements in the S e set, say the 520 genes for the RNA polymerase, g.a, g.b, g.bp and g.o (shown in the periphery of the 521 Table 3 . Cycles (closed walks) present in the network for RNA polymerase (in Fig 3) Name
'Name' -Name of each one of the elements in the set of internal elements, S i . 'Cycle' -Closed walk beginning and ending at element 'Name'. Edges (directed arrows) are symbolized as '→'.
network as green circles), and the ribosome, rib (at the center; violet circle) are not 522 included into a cycle. As mentioned before, these 'external' elements are not defined 523 within the SI, and thus form the 'root' of that graph, i.e., the elements from which the 524 synthesis of all the others elements begins. In fact, there are graph theory algorithms to 525 find closed walks for an element within a network [73] .
526 Fig 4 shows the network resulting from the partial SI for RNA polymerase. This 527 partial SI results from deleting rows 5 to 8 in Table 2 ; i.e., we deleted all the rows that 528 defined the synthesis of the transcripts (elements which name begins with 't.') for each 529 one of the subunits (a, b, bp, o) from their corresponding genes (elements which 530 name begins with 'g.'). Table 2 .
In contrast with Fig 3, Fig 4 do not have any closed walks (cycles) for any of the 532 elements present in the plot. From Fig 4 it can be verified that departing from any one 533 of the elements it is impossible to comeback to the same element, and this is a result of 534 the fact that the synthesis of the components of the RNA polymerase is incompletely 535 described by the corresponding SI. In the partial SI for RNA polymerase the transcripts 536 (elements beginning with 't.') will be classified as 'external elements', i.e., the 537 information for their synthesis is not included into that partial SI; they have only 538 outgoing, but not incoming arrows (see Fig 2) , and thus all cycles for the elements in The analysis of the partial SI for RNA polymerase, obtained by erasing rows 5 to 8 541 in Table 2 , give only non essential structures (data not shown), because the 542 recursiveness of all the structures is not present in that partial SI. This is also reflected 543 in Fig 4, where no closed walks are found. Thus, there is a correspondence between the 544 negation of ER1 and the results obtained with graph theory; when an element is non 545 recursive, there is not a closed walk for that component. Biological network representation for the synthesis of streptomycin colored by type of element. For the 'STR' SI and meaning of the abbreviated component names see 'S1 Text'.
From Fig 5 we can see that there are not closed walks for any of the elements shown, 548 corroborating the result using the C2E algorithm that none of the internal elements 549 whose synthesis is described in the corresponding SI has a recursive formula and, in 550 consequence, non of them is essential for cell survival (see 'S1 Text' for details).
551
Synthesis interactomes (SIs) can be constructed in a progressive manner, by adding 552 rows describing the synthesis of elements which at a previous stage were classified as 553 'external'. For example, in the SIs for RNA polymerase ( Table 2 ) and streptomycin (in 554 'S1 Text'), the ribosome (rib) is considered as an external structure. Nevertheless, by 555 adding rows describing the synthesis of the ribosome from their genes of origin 556 (including the genes for ribosomal RNAs as well as all peptides involved in this 557 structure) we obtain a more 'integrated' SI where the synthesis of the ribosome is 558 included. Also, by combining various SIs, without breaking the rules given at the foot 559 notes in Table 1 , we can include more elements and 'details' about the synthesis of 560 internal elements carried out in the cell. In 'S1 Text' and 'S3 Text' we present and 561 analyze an integrated SI, which includes the synthesis of RNA polymerase, streptomycin 562 and the ribosome. This procedure can be continued as desired to include more and 563 more elements, until eventually it will include the synthesis of all elements from a given 564 cell species. As an illustration, Fig 6 shows the 'integrated' SI including the synthesis of 565 RNA polymerase, streptomycin and the ribosome. [74] ), while streptomycin (ST R) is not a hub at all, being connected with only 569 two other elements. The fact that both essential elements, rib and pol, are highly 570 connected hubs, while the secondary metabolite ST R is not, is in complete agreement 571 with the 'lethality and centrality hypothesis' [75] which states that 'The most highly 572 connected proteins in the cell are the most important for its survival.'. In fact, our results 573 allow to expand this hypothesis from 'protein' to more general elements (such as the 574 ribosome), and explain in clear terms the essentiality of these hubs by the recursiveness 575 of their expanded formulae, giving an straightforward answer to the question 'Why do 576 hubs tend to be essential in protein networks? ' asked in [76, 77] . Our results also agree 577 with the study of eukaryotic protein-interaction networks [78] , where the authors show 578 that proteins with a more central position in the networks are more likely to be essential 579 for survival, regardless of the number of direct interactors. In fact, peptides which form 580 parts of the RNA polymerase and the ribosome form an inner ring in Fig 6. 
581
It is important to underline that in the analysis of the 'integrated SI', which defines 582 the synthesis of the secondary metabolite streptomycin (STR), the RNA polymerase 583 (pol) and the ribosome (rib) in a single SI, our algorithmic approach correctly 584 indicates the essentiality of the RNA polymerase and all its components, as well as the 585 essentiality of the ribosome and all its components, but also correctly classifies the 586 PLOS 15/33 secondary metabolite streptomycin and all its components as non-essential cell elements 587 (see 'S1 Text' for full results and discussion).
588
Essentiality of the genome duplication machinery 589 Since the year 1858, when R. Virchow expressed his now famous quote, 'omnis cellula a 590 cellula' [79] , it has been completely clear that one of the main attributes of life is cell 591 reproduction, which implies DNA replication. Genomic replication requires a large 592 collection of proteins properly assembled, which are named 'replisome' [80] . However, 593 up to this point we have defined cell elements that are essential only during the "B 594 period" [57] , i.e., after the end of mitosis and before DNA replication. Without further 595 details, we can close this gap in our definition of the essential cell elements with a third 596 and last rule for essentiality 597 Essentiality rule 3 (ER3): Essentiality of genome replication machinery.
598
Let g * be a genomic element, g * ∈ G. Then g * will be essential for genomic 599 replication if by deleting all copies of g * genome replication is impossible.
600
In contrast with rules ER1 and ER2, ER3 is not algorithmic, but experimental.
601
The reason for this is that until the DNA replication begins, genes and elements 602 involved with genome duplication can be damaged -for example by mutation, but that 603 damage will be overlooked until the signals for entering into mitosis are sensed [81] ; at 604 that point the damage will be evident if genome replication halts. For example, using a 605 gene knockout method in Halobacterium the authors in [2] showed that only ten out of 606 nineteen eukaryotic-type DNA replication genes are essential for that bacteria. Those 607 genes code for two of ten Orc/Cdc6 proteins, two out of three DNA polymerases, the 608 MCM helicase, two DNA primase subunits, the DNA polymerase sliding clamp, and the 609 flap endonuclease.
610
The reason by which ER3 is not written algorithmically, is that the essentiality of 611 the genome replication machinery is of 'second order', in the sense that essentiality is 612 only evident for 'the next cell generation'. If we include the synthesis of DNA 613 polymerase into an SI (data not shown), the expanded formula for that element do not 614 show recursion, i.e., 'to synthesize DNA polymerase the cell does not need DNA 615 polymerase'. However, that is true only immediately -in a 'first order' sense, because 616 evidently to form DNA polymerase the cell must have come from a (parent) cell that 617 was able to replicate its genome and, obviously, that cell must have had DNA 618 polymerase. To discover the elements determined by ER3 we need experimental 619 approaches, as for example the ones described in [2, 4, 5, 82, 83] .
620
The 'Minimal Set of Preexistent Elements' (MSPE)
621
In Fig 1 we show the Venn digram for all cell elements, S, which is divided into the disjoint sets of genomic (G), internal (S i ) and external elements (S e ),
in which φ denotes the empty set. Also in Fig 1 we show the proper subset of essential elements, E ⊂ S, which in turn was conceptualized as formed by the essential elements existent in G, S i and S e , say E G , E i and E e , respectively,
We were able to algorithmically determine all elements of the set of essential internal 622 elements (E i ) by using our ER1, which can be restated by saying that all essential 623 PLOS 16/33 elements are 'preexistent', because to synthesize any of them they must exist prior to 624 the beginning of the synthesis operation. Later, and using ER2, we showed that all 625 genomic or external elements included as operands in the formulae for essential elements 626 were also essential, determining the set E G ∪ E e . Finally the preexistence (in the 627 previous generation) of the genome replication machinery allowed us to state ER3, 628 completing the set E G with genes that encode for such machinery. A priori only ER3 629 explicitly demands 'extra' experimental work; the other two essentiality rules rely on 630 knowledge about the synthesis of elements in the form of an SI, which for many elements 631 is well characterized and can be obtained from specialized databases and the literature. 632 Given that, as shown here, 'preexistence' of cell elements is the core of essentiality, 633 we propose that the set of essential cell elements could be designated as the 'Minimal 634 Set of Preexistent Elements' (MSPE). With the approach presented here, and 635 summarized in ER1 and ER2, it is possible to integrate the information existent about 636 biological synthesis into an increasingly detailed SI for particular species, or in general 637 for full taxa. From such SIs, and by employing ER1 and ER2 and the associated 638 algorithms (see 'Methods' and supporting information), it is then possible to 639 distinguish the majority of the members of the MSPE. In principle, the only elements of 640 the MSPE that will be missed by this approach will be the ones needed for genome 641 replication, which are relatively well known for many organisms (see for example [2] ).
642
Current knowledge about DNA motifs and their interaction with other elements [64] , 643 as well as particular interactomes, for example between proteins [84] , RNA and 644 chromatin [47] , and biochemical networks [47, 85, 86] , among others, can be included 645 into SIs to extract the members of the MSPE.
646
Here we centered in the essentiality of cell elements; however, survival and 647 reproduction of whole multicellular organisms was not discussed. It appear obvious that 648 the set of essential elements at the organism level must be larger than the MSPE that 649 we have presented, as it is evident from the proportion of essential genes at different 650 taxonomical levels [13] , discussed in the introduction. In fact, many lethal or 651 detrimental mutations in humans are only evident in infants [87] or even adults [88] . It 652 appears unlikely that the straightforward criteria employed here to define the MSPE 653 could be escalated to fully determine the MSPE for multicellular organisms, given the 654 complex associations implicit in the in the synthesis of multicellular structures such as 655 tissues, organs, etc. However, it is possible that the criterion of circular dependence or 656 recursiveness could be employed with that aim.
657
Modifying the SI definition 658 Conditions for a well formed SI, presented in Table 1 and discussed below in the 659 Methods section, were set to show the rationale of ER1 and ER2 and facilitate the 660 descriptions of the algorithm to find essential structures. However it is clear that real 661 SIs will not always comply with such conditions. Here we briefly discuss how the 662 relaxation of such assumptions could affect the results presented and which additions 663 could be done to our SI definition to make it more realistic.
664
Biological networks could be redundant [89] and are in general robust [90] . In 665 contrast, our SI model as defined in Table 1 is non redundant (by condition 'ii'), and as 666 we have seen non robust, in the sense that the elimination of rows implies differences in 667 the discovery of essential structures. In fact, lack of robustness is in part due to the non 668 redundancy imposed by condition 'ii'.
669
Relaxing condition 'ii' in Table 1 , allowing different binary operators to result in the 670 synthesis of the same external element will produce alternative synthesis pathways for 671 the same element, something that is common in metabolic pathways [91] . Relaxation of 672 'ii' to allow multiple synthesis pathways for the same structure complicates the finding 673 of essential structures -because multiple options need to be taken into account, but does 674 not contravene ER1 or ER2. By modifying 'ii' we will have more realistic and robust 675 SIs, complicating computations but without violating essentiality rules.
676
A more intriguing situation arises if we want to modify 'iii' which states that 'All k 677 binary operators must be different'. If we allow duplicity (or multiplicity) of binary 678 operations, for example, say that we want to model a case where ' a, b ⇒ c' OR 679 ' a, b ⇒ d', i.e., the case where two operands give different products, the only possible 680 solution that we could see is to use stochastic assignation of the result. For example, to 681 choose ' a, b ⇒ c' with probability p and ' a, b ⇒ d' with probability 1 − p, etc. At 682 this point it is not clear if such possibility is biologically relevant.
683
Other aspect in which our SI definition could be developed is the inclusion of time in 684 the model. Definition of our binary operators assume an atemporal model, in the sense 685 that we assume that synthesis interactions are performed 'instantly'. If we want to 686 include time in the model, we could select discrete intervals and, in the simplest case 687 uniform discrete times for all binary operators. Such modification will give dynamical 688 models, which could be very important for some applications but which will not modify 689 the rules of essentiality.
690
Multiple possibilities exist to modify the definition of an SI to allow more realistic 691 cases, which will give more precise results than the simple model presented here. In all 692 cases the importance of these models (the one presented here as well as putative 693 modifications) is that in all cases different sources of data must be integrated to model 694 synthesis of elements, i.e., it is not sufficient to have isolated interactomes, as 695 protein-protein, DNA-protein, etc.; the synthesis of elements must be completely 696 described in a single and connected SI, because as we have seen only when relatively 697 complete information about the synthesis of a given element is present in the 698 interactome it is possible to decide about it's essentiality.
699
Obtaining the elements of a minimal cell 700 We have presented an algorithmic definition that allows the separation of essential from 701 dispensable cell elements. To obtain the elements of a minimal cell from the complete SI 702 for that cell specie, it is sufficient to selectively delete the rows of that SI which are 703 exclusively involved with the synthesis of non essential elements -after its determination 704 has been performed using the rules proposed here. Then the practical problem is to 705 obtain such complete SI.
706
For example, even when E. coli is one of the best understood and most analyzed 707 organisms [92] , having the best electronically-encoded regulatory network of any 708 free-living organism [93] , to the best of our knowledge we currently lack the integration 709 of all this knowledge into a platform focus in the synthesis of the E. coli cell elements, 710 fulfilling the model presented here or an improved version of it.
711
Already the reduction of E. coli genome by making precise deletions of non essential 712 genes and sequences has led to unanticipated cell properties [92] ; thus we expect that 713 the integration of complete SIs in which our method could identify essential cell 714 elements will advance the understanding of core cell elements and functions.
715
Conclusion 716
Essential cell elements are determined by the fact that their synthesis needs their 717 preexistence. This criterion allows to distinguish essential from non-essential elements in 718 an algorithmic way when enough information is available.
719
A first question that arises here is which quantity of information is enough to 720 determine essentially of a cell element within an SI using our algorithmic approach. As 721 seen in the example presented for the RNA polymerase, essentiality of the ribosome 722 cannot be judged within the RNA polymerase SI, because there the ribosome is given as 723 an 'external element' in S e ; i.e., there is no information for the synthesis of the 724 ribosome in that SI. In contrast, in the integrated interactome (see Fig 6) essentiality of 725 the ribosome can be determined because in that SI ribosome synthesis is defined by 726 binary operators. This can be generalized to say that essentiality of a cell element can 727 be algorithmically decided only when its synthesis is defined, as a set of binary 728 operators, within the corresponding SI. In a complete SI for a given specie, the synthesis 729 of all cell elements must be defined by a set of binary operators, and external elements, 730 S e , must contain only genomic elements and truly external elements that the cell could 731 obtain from its immediate environment. In contrast with our approach, experimental 732 approaches to determine essential elements rely on negative results (cell inviability) 733 when mutating the genes that determine such elements. Examples are found in [82] for 734 Bacillus subtilis and in [94] for E. coli. In this last publication the authors were unable 735 to disrupt 303 genes, including 37 of unknown function, which they label as candidates 736 for essential genes.
737
A second question concerns the complexity and size of a complete SI. As defined here, 738 SIs include as subsets other particular interactomes, as protein-protein, protein-DNA, 739 etc. A relevant question is how large a complete SI of a particular specie will be, and 740 thus how complex is the algorithmic solution that we propose to determine essentiality. 741 We presented an SI (int.SI, see 'S1 Text' and Fig 6) with 184 binary operators, which 742 includes the synthesis of the ribosome, the RNA polymerase and the antibiotic 743 streptomycin. In this SI the ratio of the number of binary operators to genes included 744 in the SI is 184/62 = 2.9677 ≈ 3. Making a linear extrapolation, we could estimate the 745 minimum number of binary operators needed to determine a complete SI, say N bo , as 746 N bo = 3N G , where N G is the number of genes in the genome of an specie of interest.
747
For example, to determine the complete interactome of E. coli we will need a minimum 748 of 3 × 4, 685 = 14, 055 binary operators, while for yeast this figure is 3 × 6, 294 = 18, 882, 749 etc. This naive and rough estimator is likely to be highly biassed, giving smaller number 750 of binary operators than the ones really needed to determine complete SIs; the number 751 of binary operators is more likely to follow an exponential growth as function of the 752 number of genes than a multiplicative one, as assumed above. In [70] the authors 753 presented and demonstrated a general and robust statistical method to estimate the size 754 of interactomes, applying it to protein-protein interactomes, but mentioning that their 755 method can be extended to directed network data, such as gene-regulation networks.
756
The estimation of the sizes of complete SIs using the method presented in [70] will be 757 possible as soon as we have samples of reasonable size of specific SIs and its associated 758 networks which fulfill the sampling requirements asked in that publication. 759 Finally, in order to apply our algorithmic method to determine and better 760 understand the function of essential cell components, there is a need to merge the 761 broadly disperse interactome data into an integrated SI in which the focus will be the 762 synthesis of cell components. For example, enzymes and metabolic pathways databases, 763 as the one in [95] , do not include information about the synthesis of the enzymes from 764 their genetic components, while gene regulatory networks [96] do not include other 765 information, and so forth. Efforts to integrate currently unconnected interactomes in a 766 synthetic framework, as done for example between genomic variant information with 767 structural protein-protein interactomes in [97] , or mapping protein-metabolite 768 interactomes as in [98] , are the first steps into integrating disperse data. In our opinion, 769 the enormous wealth of disperse interactome knowledge currently existent needs a 770 serious curation effort to obtain integrated SIs, and thus gain further insights about the 771 components essential for life.
772
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Methods
773
In this section we present technical concepts that need some definitions and a more 774 precise treatment to be fully explained. However, for brevity we do not present 775 complete formal proofs of our statements.
776
Well formed SIs 777 Synthesis Interactomes (SIs) are structures which contain information about the binary 778 fusion of elements that result into a different element. represented elements, say s i , s ia , s ib ; i = 1, 2, · · · k, must be elements of S, ii) All 789 names of elements (in column 'Name'), say s 1 , s 2 , · · · , s k , must designate different 790 elements, i.e., s i = s j for all pairs i = j and iii) All k binary operators (in column 791 'Binary operator') must be different.
792
Note that by (i) and (ii) we have that k ≤ |S| ≤ 3k, i.e., the number of elements of 793 S, |S|, must be of at least k and at most 3k. This implies that elements that exist as 794 operands in binary operators can also be present in the column 'Name', that defines the 795 set of internal elements, S i , that by (ii) has exactly k elements, say |S i | = k. In other 796 words, elements can be repeated within a well formed SI. Condition (iii) implies that if 797 there is a row r with value < a, b > in column 'Binary operators' not other row i = r 798 could have a value < a, b > or < b, a >. Also it is worth noting that the order of the 799 rows of an SI is irrelevant; any permutation of rows of an SI will give the same SI and 800 also any not null subset of rows of an SI is a well formed SI. 801 We also define the set of 'external' elements, S e as S e = S − S i , the set elements of 802 S that do not exist in S i , and given this there is no synthesis information for them in 803 the SI. Note that 0 ≤ |S e | ≤ 2k. In the previous definition we do not segregate the set 804 of genomic elements, G, from the set of external elements. For algebraic manipulations 805 the distinction between G and other elements of S e is only semantic -even if with broad 806 biological relevance, but it has no theoretical consequences for the algorithms used to 807 find essential elements.
808
Substitution in binary operators and expanded formulae 809 An SI defines a finite set of binary operators, {< s ia , s ib >⇒ s i }, i = 1, 2, · · · , k; s i ∈ S i , s ia ∈ S, s ib ∈ S Binary operators can be considered as 'condensed' formulae for the synthesis of an 810 element s i . Now we will describe the substitution operation on binary operators that 811 will result into one or more 'expanded' formula for the corresponding element. Below we 812 present some relevant definitions. corresponding binary operators, when they exist. The string resulting from this 819 operation will be called the 'expanded formulae of level 1', and for any x ∈ S i will 820 be denoted by E 1 (x). We also define the expanded formula of order 0, say E 0 (x), 821 as the binary operator for x.
822
D2 -Substitution in an expanded formula.
823
Let E r (x) be an expanded formula for x, and O r (E r (x)) denote set of operands in 824 this formulae, i.e., O r (E r (x)) is the set of all symbols that represent elements of S 825 within the formula E r (x). The expanded formula of order r + 1 for x, say, E r+1 (x), 826 is defined as the result of substituting all elements of S i ∈ O r (E r (x)) by their 827 corresponding binary operators in E r (x).
828
D3 -The complete set of operands of order r for x. 829 We define the 'complete set of operands of order r for x for an x ∈ S i as
D4 -A closed expanded formula.
832
We define a closed expanded formula for an x ∈ S i , say E * (x) = E r (x), as the 833 expanded formula for x such that E r (x) ≡ E r+1 (x) if there is a value of 834 r; r = 1, 2, · · · such that the condition E r (x) ≡ E r+1 (x) is fulfilled.
835
The definitions above imply that we can proceed in consecutive steps, say r = 0, 1, 2, · · · , to obtain expanded formulae from the synthesis information present in the SI. D1 defines E 0 (x) as the binary operator for x and gives the method to obtain E 1 (x). It is clear that if both operands in E 0 (x) are external structures in S e then E 1 (x) ≡ E 0 (x), simply because there is no element to be substituted and the 'expanded' formula for x will be in that case identical to the binary operator, E 0 (x). D2 explains the procedure to obtain E r+1 (x) from the formula obtained in the previous step, E r+1 (x), completing the method to obtain the sequence
which is a nested process of substitution, which expands all information existent into 836 the SI for the synthesis of x. To be able to define E r+1 (x) as function of E r (x), D2 also 837 defines the set of operands present into a formula, say, O r (E r (x)). Clearly, the only 838 elements of O r (E r (x)) that could be substituted by their binary operators, are internal 839 elements in S i . This implies that if O r (E r (x)) ∩ S i = φ then E r+1 (x) ≡ E r (x), i.e., not 840 change will be produced in the expanding formula, because no substitution was 841 performed. That in turn means that the formula E r (x) for x is a 'closed expanded 842 formula', as defined in D4. This can be summarized as a first theorem, 843 T1. Existence of a closed expanded formula for x.
844
A closed expanded formula for x ∈ S i exist if and only if for a given value of r the 845 condition O r (E r (x)) ∩ S i = φ is fulfilled. In such case E r (x) is a closed expanded 846 formula for x, that will be denoted as E * (x).
847
The proof of this theorem is obtained by showing the necessity and sufficiency of the 848 condition O r (E r (x)) ∩ S i = φ.
849
A first consequence of T1 is that closed formulae are formed exclusively by external 850 elements. This is obvious because if O r (E r (x)) ∩ S i = φ is true, then 851 O r (E r (x)) ∩ S e = O r (E r (x)) given that all elements of O r (E r (x)) are elements of S and 852 S = S i ∪ S e ; S i ∩ S e = φ.
853
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Even when T1 gives the condition for the existence of a E * (x) for x, it does not in 854 general guarantee the existence of such closed formula for x, thus it is possible that the 855 sequence E 0 (x), E 1 (x), E 2 (x), · · · will never provide such formula, if the condition in 856 T1 is not fulfilled. In fact, the negation of the condition O r (E r (x)) ∩ S i = φ, say, that 857 there is not a value of r = 0, 1, · · · for which this condition is fulfilled, implies the (E j (x) ).
861
First, we can say that for any x ∈ S i we have that 0 < |O * 0 (x)| ≤ 2, i.e., the number of elements of this set will be the number of distinct operands in the binary operator corresponding to x, and this can only be 1 if both operands are the same, or 2 if they are different, given that O * 0 (x) = φ. Second, it is clear that |O * r+1 (x)| ≥ |O * r (x)|, because re-writing the definition in D3 we have For every element x ∈ S i there is a value u ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , z − 1, z} such that
A reductio ad absurdum proof of T2 results directly from the fact that 867 max(|O * r (x)|; r = 0, 1, 2, · · · ) ≤ |S|, because given that |O * r (x)| ≤ |O * r+1 (x)|, there must 868 exist the number u -as postulated in T2, for which |O * u (x)| = |O * u+1 (x)| and in that
, because for all r we have that O * r (x) ⊂ O * r+1 (x). Assuming that 870 there is not a value of u that fulfills T2 leads to a contradiction.
871
Let's briefly give some details. Assume that for x ∈ S i there exist a closed expanded 872 formula, E * (x), and denote by u the smallest number that fulfills O u (E u (x)) ∩ S i = φ. A 873 consequence of the existence of a closed expanded formula for x is that E u+1 (x) ≡ E u (x), 874 and by induction also E u+j (x) ≡ E u (x); j = 1, 2, · · · . In other words, after the point u 875 the expanded formula for x does not change, and this in turn means that the set O * u (x) 876 will not have any additional elements from operands in further expanded formulae, 877 E u+1 (x), E u+2 (x), · · · demonstrating that, for elements with a closed expanded formula, 878 u is the point mentioned in T2.
879
Now, let's take the case of x ∈ S i for which there is not a closed expanded formula. 880 In that case the expanded formula for x will be always increasing in the number of 881 terms as function of the number of substitution steps. To be specific, denote as T (E r (x)) 882 the function that gives the total number of symbols included into the expanded formula 883 E r (x). Given that there is not a closed expanded formula for x it follows that 884 T (E r (x)) < T (E r+j (x)) for j = 1, 2, · · · ; in words, we will have a never ending increase 885 in the number of symbols forming E r (x) as the number of substitution steps increases. 886 However, while T (E r (x)) is not bounded, the number of elements in O * r (x), |O * r (x)| is in 887 fact limited; we have seen that the absolute maximum for |O * r (x)| is |S|. Thus, to find 888 PLOS 22/33 the value of u in T2 for cases where x does not have a closed expanded formula we need 889 to algorithmically find the smallest value of r that fulfills the condition 890 O * r (x) = O * r+1 (x), and this value must exist because |O * r (x)| ≤ |S|.
891
Assume that we have found the value of u for the case of x ∈ S i with no closed 892 formula; i.e., in a particular case we corroborate that O * u+1 (x) = O * u (x) -as postulated 893 by T2. We only need to see that for any value u + j; j = 2, 3, · · · the equality 894 O * u+j (x) = O * u (x) holds for all values of j = 2, 3, · · · . But that is clear because 895 O * u+1 (x) = O * u (x) means that at step u there was no new internal elements of S i to be 896 substituted into E u+1 (x), i.e., all elements of S i that could be operands in any 897 E k (x); k < u had been already found in a previous step and thus they are already into 898 the set O * u (x); that is why there is not change from O * u (x) to O * u+1 (x). Thus, we can 899 simplify our notation and denote the complete set of operands for x simply as O * (x), 900 understanding that this is the larger and stable set which will not depend on u. 901 We have seen that in general, for every x ∈ S i we can find a number of nested 
908
In the main text we have discussed why if an element is recursive then it is also 909 essential for the cell, leading to our first rule of essentiality, ER1. The second rule of 910 essentiality, ER2, also discussed at the main text, says that all operands found in O * u (x) 911 for a recursive element x, are also essential. 912 To exemplify the definitions given above and appreciate their consequences, Table 4 For the SI presented in Table 4 we can easily see that for the row 3, which defines 915 the synthesis of f by the binary operator < e, h > (< e, h >⇒ f ) the substitution in the 916 binary operator has no effect, given that both operands, e and h, are external structures 917 (in S e ) and thus we have that E r (f ) =< e, h > for r = 0, 1, 2, · · · and also, for any value 918 of r we have that O r (E r (f )) = {e, h} and O * r = {e, h}, thus there exist a closed 919 expanded formula for f which in this case is simply given by < e, h >. This is 920 illustrated in Table 5 .
921
A more interesting case, where we can observe the consequences of the definitions 922 given above happens with the element i given in the row 5 of Table 4 . Table 6 presents 923 the values of E r (i), O r (E r (i)) and O * r for different values of r.
924
In Table 6 we can see how the expanded formula for i, E r (i), continues expanding as 925 r increases. In fact, when r = 10 the number of symbols present in E 10 (i) is of 93 (data 926 not shown), etc. For this case an algorithm to continue substituting into a formula 927 'until it stops growing' will fall into an infinite loop. In contrast, the set of operands for 928 PLOS 23/33 the formula, O r (E r (i)) -the set of operands in the formula E r (i), as well as O * r (i) -the 929 set of operands that have appeared in any of the steps (including the current one), are 930 stabilized as {a, b, c, d} after the first substitution, i.e., for r = 2, 3, · · · . From this we 931 conclude that there is not a closed expanded formula for i, i.e., it is not posible to find a 932 value of r for which E r (i) ≡ E r+1 (i) is fulfilled.
933
Now let's examine the expressions for the expansion of the formula of a (row 1 of 934 Table 4 ), presented in Table 7 . From the first 4 rows of Table 7 we can infer that there is not a closed expanded 936 formula for the element a of the SI presented in Table 4 ; the process of substitution can 937 continue without ever arriving at a value of r such that E r (a) ≡ E r+1 (a) is fulfilled. On 938 the other hand we can also see that the sets of operands that appear in the expanded 939 formula of order r [ O r (E r (i)) in the third column of Table 7 ] do not stabilize, varying 940 from {b, c} for r = 0, {a, c, d} for r = 1, {b, c, d} for r = 2 and then alternating between 941 these two values at consecutive rows. In contrast, the set of operands that have 942 appeared in any of the steps (including the current one), O * r (a) is stable as {a, b, c, d} 943 after the first substitution (at r = 1).
944
The fact that the set O * r (x), obtained as examples for the elements f, i and a of the 945 SI presented in Table 4 'stabilizes' after a number of iterations indicates that we have 946 substituted all internal elements in S i at the corresponding formula.
947
An algorithm to find essential elements 948 Here we summarize the algorithm to find all recursive structures within the ones defined 949 in a well formed SI. The basic idea is to keep performing nested additions of members 950
